
Rain out Make Up/Rescheduling Double Headers and Pitch Counts

The following amendment regarding pitch counts is in effect for teams that play a rain out make up/
rescheduled game and then a regularly scheduled game later that same day.

In all cases, a pitchers availability to pitch in a rain out make up/rescheduled game and or a regularly 
scheduled game on the same day is dependant upon the following two questions:

1) Does the pitcher have any innings left to pitch for that week per the innings per week rule? 
(Rule 7.5-Pitcher Management)

2) Has the pitcher had the required amount of rest since their last outing as indicated on the 
Pitch Count Chart? (Rule 7.5-Pitcher Management)

On the day of the rain out make up/rescheduled game and the regularly scheduled game, if a pitcher 
has innings left to pitch for that week and has had the required amount of rest since their last outing, 
that pitcher may pitch in both games that day using the following guidelines regarding pitch counts.

1) A pitcher may not exceed their innings per week OR the manager will be subject to discipline 
per Rule 7.5 Pitcher Management-All Divisions.

2) A pitcher may pitch up to the Max pitches per game for that day over the course of both 
games. The required rest will be determined by the TOTAL pitches thrown that day by a 
pitcher.

Example: (for this example only Team ABC’s pitchers will be referred to)

Midget Team XYZ plays Midget Team ABC in a rain out make up/rescheduled game at 8:00 a.m. on 
a Saturday and both teams play another regularly scheduled game against other opponents (or each 
other) later that day at 5:00 p.m.

Team ABC wants to pitch Player A in the rain out/rescheduled game and the regularly scheduled 
game. Player A is allowed to pitch 6 innings in a week and last pitched 2 innings on the previous 
Wednesday of the same week. Player A has received the required amount of rest. So Player A can 
pitch 4 innings total on Saturday over the course of both the rain out make up/rescheduled game 
and the regularly scheduled game later that day.

Utilizing the amended pitch count rules as described here, Player A can pitch a total of 80 pitches 
that day (Midget Max Pitches, Rule 7.5 Pitcher Management) over the course of both games 
provided Pitcher A doers not exceed his/her innings per week. The rest requirements for Pitcher A 
will be determined by the TOTAL amount of pitches thrown that day.

Pitcher’s A pitch count and inning report may look something like this:

Rain Out/Rescheduled Game: 1 Inning pitched, 29 pitches
Regular Scheduled game: 3 innings pitched, 49 pitches

Pitcher A totals, 4 innings pitched, 78 pitches thrown, required rest is based on 78 pitches thrown.

Please check with the Head Commissioner or Executive Board member if you have any questions 
regarding or applying this pitch count amendment.  
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